Content Marketing for Lawyers and Law Firms
Content is King

Content Marketing is a marketing strategy that emphasizes providing valuable content to potential clients so that they will visit your website and (hopefully) hire you or purchase your product/service.

Today we'll break it down to 3 steps: Research, Creation, and Analysis

But First! Some examples…

www.howtocookathanksgivingturkey.com

https://tingenwilliams.com/knowledge-base
How to Cook a Perfect Turkey

It took me 56 years to find out the secret of how to cook turkey! What if cooking turkey could be totally carefree? Why deep fry a turkey and have to worry about the safety hazards and all the mess and cleanup? Because cooking the perfect, juiciest, mouth watering Thanksgiving turkey is as easy as popping it in the oven and knowing with absolute certainty that at the exact time you plan your meal your turkey will be done. And your turkey will be the most tender, moist and succulent turkey you and your family and guests have ever tasted!

Toasty Feet keep feet warmer naturally. They're perfect, inexpensive Christmas gifts and stocking stuffers.

Thanksgiving turkey is now the big hit at our house where before it was always the other great recipes on the table. Why? Because turkey is usually dry. Why? Because they're usually overcooked. Now you'll learn how to cook turkey using a slow cook method that will keep it moist and delicious.

Four Prerequisites for successfully cooking a turkey using the method I'm suggesting:

**Number One: The temperature in your oven has to be accurate.**
You might want to test your oven before the big day by simply preheating it to 250° and testing it with a cooking thermometer.

**Number Two: Your turkey has been safely and totally thawed and cleaned.** The only safe way to thaw a frozen turkey is to place it in the refrigerator. Other methods such as running cold water over it or placing it in a microwave oven are not safe because of the chance of bacterial growth and contamination. So, because of that risk I will only give you guidelines using the refrigerator method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Required to Thaw a Turkey</th>
<th>8 to 12 lbs.</th>
<th>2 to 3 Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13 to 16 lbs.</td>
<td>3 to 4 Days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Small 11 lb. turkey cooked using this method using the Pyrex roasting dish. It was cooked...
Number Three: And this one is for the newest aspiring chefs in the audience... **Be sure to remove the neck and giblets from the inside of the turkey!** Don't laugh! People have done this.

Number Four: Know the actual weight of the turkey excluding the giblets and the ice many fresh turkeys have stuffed inside to keep them cold. Yes... sometimes you pay for a couple pounds of ice.

I now recommend limiting using this method for cooking turkey to turkeys of 20 lbs. or less. [Click here to find out why](#). If you need more turkey, cook two.

How to cook a turkey. This is how you'll be cooking turkey from this day forward! No more fighting for the dark meat because the white meat is just as moist!

**Note:** I suggest not waiting until just before Thanksgiving to return to print the recipe. The volume of traffic on the web site makes it run extremely slow and usually crashes the website.

**Remove the thawed turkey from the refrigerator approximately 1 hour before your plan to begin cooking.** This gives the turkey time to reach room temperature. I always have a few reports each year that the turkey was not getting done on time. This may be the reason.

**Oven Rack Position** Adjust the rack before heating the oven. **The rack position is crucial.** If the rack is too low, the bird will take longer to cook, place the rack too high and the bird will overcook. Use the middle rack for medium sized birds, one level lower for anything over 20 pounds. And test that your turkey... with the roasting pan... fits in the oven with the rack position.

*This tip was provided by Lucinda J. on 10/9/13. Thank you Lucinda for contributing to the success of everyone's turkey!*
Select Bake and Preheat the oven to 475°F. This is not a typo! I will explain later.

Melt some butter. It doesn't take much. You just want enough to put a light coating on the breast.

Now comes the part that some people find a bit gross. But it's essential! Gently separate the skin from the breast but don't remove it. You just want to be able to get your hand between the skin and the breast meat. Your goal is to rub that melted butter on the turkey breast between the breast skin and the meat. I wrap the turkey slightly and pour the melted butter in and then rub it around. You might want to use a rubber glove. Don't butter the outside of the skin.

This part is optional. But I recommend putting some Rosemary and Thyme again between the breast skin and the meat. I've used fresh and dried and I can't really notice the difference. I wouldn't go overboard. Just use a little bit. If you think it needs a little more you can always add more the next time you cook a turkey.

**Note:** A professional cook suggested finely chopping the spices and whipping them in the butter that is spread between the skin and breast in the previous step above. It sounds like a great idea to me. Update 11/24/11... this works great!

Lightly Salt and Pepper all the skin on the outside. This will help make the skin crisp!

**Don't place stuffing in the turkey!** Stuffing plays havoc with cooking times and is a recognized health hazard. Cook your stuffing separately in a casserole dish and be safe.

Place the turkey in a roasting pan and put it in the oven preheated to 475°F for 20 minutes uncovered. I place the turkey breast up because it makes it easier for me to insert the thermometer. Many people argue that the breast meat is even more juicy by placing the turkey breast down. The choice is yours and it will come out great either way. Just be sure you get that thermometer into the thickest part of the breast when you test it (you'll find out more about testing to see if the turkey is done further down this page). You don't have to add any water. Our goal here is to "seal the bird" to help keep it juicy.

**Reduce the heat to 250°F.** This again is not a typo! Don't let anybody tell you that the temperature has to be higher for it to get done. The reason that turkey is so often very dry is that it's overcooked. We want to slow cook the turkey. You do not have to remove the turkey from the oven. Just reduce the heat. Don't open the oven door to reduce the heat. Too much heat will send the cold air in and it will ruin your turkey.
Reduce the heat to 250°F. This again is not a typo! Don’t let anybody tell you that the temperature has to be higher for it to get done. The reason that turkey is so often very dry is that it’s overcooked. We want to slow cook the turkey. You do not have to remove the turkey from the oven. Just reduce the heat. Don’t open the oven door to reduce the heat. Let the heat come down on it’s own. Click here to find out about concerns when slow-cooking a turkey.

Cook the turkey at 250°F for 20 additional minutes for each pound. No basting is necessary. You start counting the 20 minutes per pound immediately when you turn the oven down to 250°. You don’t wait until the oven has cooled down to start the timing for the second phase.

You can either let the turkey uncovered or covered for the second slow cooking phase. The skin will get crisper if you uncover it. If you want to cover it wait about 15 minutes after reducing the heat and then put the lid on the roasting pan.

Important!
Can I use aluminum foil to cover my turkey if I don't have a covered roasting pan?
Yes. But make absolutely sure the shiney side faces inward and the dull side faces outward.

Update: Matt, a professional chef, tells me it doesn't make any difference. Here's a link to Reynolds Wrap Foil verifying what Matt says. You might want to just play it safe and have the dull side face out.

Note: Avoid opening the oven to "check the turkey" frequently. Every time you open the oven you lose heat. This can drastically affect the cooking time. The best way to monitor the progress is with an electronic meat thermometer you’ll read about below.
Click here if you have a Convection Oven.

Note: Some people including myself have found that at least some fresh turkeys cook much faster than store bought turkeys because they are lean and contain no additives. If you have a fresh turkey, be sure to monitor the temperature about 2/3 of the way through the calculated 250°F cooking time using a meat thermometer. If it does get done a lot faster you can always keep it warm. But you don't want to overcook the turkey.

Many variables come into play when cooking a turkey. The only way to be absolutely sure that your turkey is fully cooked is to use a quality meat thermometer. Interior breast meat should be 170°F and 180°F for thigh meat. Using a meat thermometer is particularly important if you are roasting the turkey at high elevations since it will take longer but there is no rule of thumb to predict how much longer.

***I RECOMMEND USING AN ELECTRONIC MEAT THERMOMETER you would insert in the breast or thigh after the oven has cooled to 250°. You just leave it in the turkey because it's designed to withstand the heat in the oven. The actual thermometer just sits on your counter next to the stove. Check it regularly after half way through the cooking time just to make sure the turkey doesn't get done sooner than expected and, conversely, to make sure the bird is fully cooked. My thermometer actually has an alarm that sounds when the predetermined cooking temperature is reached.
cooking time just to make sure the turkey doesn't get done sooner than expected and, conversely, to make sure the bird is fully cooked. My thermometer actually has an alarm that sounds when the predetermined cooking temperature is reached. It also has an alarm when the pre-entered cooking time has elapsed. Investing in an electronic meat thermometer is money well spent.

Remove the turkey from the oven and allow it to rest uncovered for at least 20 minutes before carving it. This allows the juices to redistribute themselves inside the turkey making the turkey even more juicy, delicious, and easier to carve.

Click here to find a chart with examples of turkey cooking times.

Click here to find Frequently Asked Questions about how to cook Thanksgiving turkey.

Click here to read Unsolicited Testimonials.

Click here to read Turkey Recipe Disasters

Please e-mail me at customerservice@howtocookathanksgivingturkey.com
Let me know how you made out!
Send me some pictures!

OOFOS Sandals are the undisputed world’s most comfortable sandals. They're amazingly comfortable because they're made from a new, proprietary material called OOfoam together with an industry leading foot bed design with arch support. When you put yours on, you literally won't want to take them off.

I offer free shipping both ways, free size exchanges, volume discounts, and a full cash back satisfaction guaranty. If you don't agree that they're the most comfortable sandals you've ever owned I'll refund all you're money and pay for the return shipping.

Here's my own turkey I cooked using this method for Thanksgiving, 2012. It's actually a 28 lb. turkey which is much bigger than I recommend. I've never had a problem cooking large turkeys, but I want to keep everyone safe. I also know the exact history of how fresh my turkeys are and how they have been refrigerated.
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Legal information to answer your important questions.
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K-1 Visa Income Requirements in 2015
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Content Research

Which keywords do I target?

• Ask yourself, what questions do I hear everyday?
• Ask existing clients what they would like to find online
• Use Google’s Keyword Planner
• Search for “Keyword Suggesters”
• Make a list
• Focus on long-tail keywords
Keyword Planner
Where would you like to start?

Find new keywords and get search volume data

- Search for new keywords using a phrase, website or category
- Get search volume data and trends
- Multiply keyword lists to get new keywords

Plan your budget and get forecasts

- Get click and cost performance forecasts

Before you begin
How to use Keyword Planner
How to see your organic data
Building a Display campaign? Try Display Planner

Or, continue last session

Important: You can use this tool to generate ad group and keyword ideas. It doesn't guarantee improved performance. You are responsible for your keyword choices and for complying with our advertising policies and any applicable laws.
What is “content”? 
- Words on a web page, blog posts, web pages, etc.
- Videos
- Images & Infographics
- Interactive Tools
- Webinars
- Social Media Profiles

Content is KING 
- Content in written form is easily searchable
- Longer is generally better with written content
- Go for “long-tail” keywords
- Ask yourself, is my content helpful? If someone searched and found my website, would it answer their question?
Written Content Example

full example: https://tingenwilliams.com/2015/understanding-fiance-visa-vocabulary/2102
Understanding Fiancé Visa Vocabulary

Have a question about this article? Talk to attorney:

Jacob Tingen, Esq.
Misinterpreting a word can cause further delays in your application process so it is important to fully understand the USCIS lingo during your journey through the visa application process.

**Petitioners, Beneficiaries, and Other Important Immigration Terms**

The foreign visa application process is not an easy one, and the distinct language used can make it a daunting task. It is crucial to understand the various terms and meanings involved in the application process to ensure that your application is processed accurately and efficiently.

**Petitioner**

This term refers to the person who is applying for the immigration visa. They must demonstrate that they are eligible to sponsor the applicant for the visa.

**Beneficiary**

This term refers to the person who will receive the immigration visa. They must be directly related to the petitioner, such as a family member or employee.

Understanding these terms is crucial for the successful application of an immigration visa. Consulting with an immigration attorney can provide guidance and ensure that all necessary steps are taken to facilitate a smooth process.
The I-129F requires the petitioner to choose which type of visa they are applying for for their fiancé. The following are the relevant types of visas:

**K-1 visa** – This is the standard visa for alien fiancés who have been authorized to come to the United States through their I-129F petition.

**K-2 visa** – This visa is for children of K-1 visa holders. The children must be unmarried and under the age of 21 to be eligible for this visa.

**K-3 visa** – This visa is for immigrants who are already married to the petitioner and wish to emigrate to the United States through the fiancé process. Once a K-3 visa is granted, the beneficiary can enter the United States and apply to adjust their status.

**K-4 visa** – This visa is for the children of K-3 visa holders.

### Defining Your Relationship for USCIS

Next, let's look at the words “petitioner” and “beneficiary”. These words appear frequently on the I-129F form for fiancé visa.

**Petitioner**

In the fiancé visa context, a petitioner is a United States citizen who files a I-129F visa petition for their alien fiancé to immigrate to the United States.
Did this article help you?

Why not talk to us about your case? We take immigration cases from all 50 states and around the world. Take a look at what our clients have to say about us.

You guys treat people well. You always look for a way to help your clients. You gave me confidence throughout my case that things would turn out well, and I would recommend you to everyone who needs an immigration lawyer.

Jorge Herrera
IMMIGRATION CLIENT

GET YOUR FREE CONSULTATION TODAY
Content Analysis

Is my content performing?

- Primary advantage of marketing online is all the data
- Use Google Analytics
- Use Google Search Console
- A/B testing
- Use data to test new content and start over

Things we haven’t discussed

- Cost! But most of the things we’ve discussed today are free
- Social Strategy and “curating” content
- Resources for high quality/low cost stock photos
- Website creation resources (I highly recommend WordPress)
- WordPress plugins!
- Hosting
- Ranking No 1 for ANY keyword (pipe dream, forget it, and fire the SEO guy selling you this...)
- White hat and Black hat SEO
- Page Ranking Factors
- More...
Does it work?
K1 Visa For USA - KVVisas.com
Ad www.kvvisas.com/K1_Visa
25 Years Obtaining K1 Fiancee Visas Free Consultation. Payment Plans

K1 Visa $375 Complete - RapidVisa.com
Ad www.rapidvisa.com/
5.0 ★★★★★ rating for rapidvisa.com
Price Includes Full Embassy Support We Prepare All Forms You Just Sign
Lowest Price Guarantee • Talk to Real Experts
K-1 Visa Steps - Income Requirements - K-1 Visa FAQ - Contact RapidVisa

K-1 Fiancée Visa Attorney - Experienced & Dedicated
Ad www.deanvisaooffice.com/
We handle only fiancée & marriage visas.

Fiance Visa Costs and Required Fees | VISANOW
www.visanow.com/fiance-visa-cost/]
Sep 22, 2014 - Learn about the fiancée visas costs and fees as well as additional costs ...
two main required cost when it comes to applying for a K-1 Fiance visa:

What's Better for Low-Income Couples: K-1 Fiance Visa or ...
www.nolo.com/.../whats-better-low-income-couples-k-1-fiance-visa... Nolo
The total cost of the marriage-based and K-1 visa processes involves more than just visa fees and plane tickets. At a minimum, you will have to pay for various ...

How Much Does a Fiancé Visa Cost? | Tingen & Williams
This article reviews K-1 Fiancé Visa fees and costs. It gives you a clear idea of what
Frequently Asked Marriage-based Green Card Interview ... www.berardimigrationlaw.com : Immigration Blog
Frequently Asked Marriage-based Green Card Interview Questions. By Berardi Immigration Law on May 7, 2015 in Immigration Blog : Married Couple Typically ...

What Questions Will I Be Asked at my Marriage-based ... https://ingenwilliams.com/2015/questions...green-card-interview/2152
Common Questions Asked In Marriage-Based Green Card Interviews: What to ... spouse attend the interview to demonstrate how important the green card is for ...

Our AOS Interview Experience | - averageasianmom
averageasianmom.com/2015/05/16/my-aos-interview-experience/ 
May 16, 2015 - AOS Interview Date: May 12, 2015 Venue: San Diego California Status: ... Before I begin my interview questions, here are the following ...

Adjustment of Status - I-485 experiences: Page 1 - Immihelp
www.immihelp.com/.../View-1-3-adjustment_of_status_14...
14 hours ago - Adjustment of Status - I-485 experiences: Page 1, immigration ... Hi did anyone get an interview date with PD date DEC 2014 filed under F2A? ... is ready to schedule for interview* and till today 03.05.2015 it still the same.

Sample Marriage-Based Green Card Interview Questions ... www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/free...visa.../chapter13-20.html - Nolo - Here's a list of the types of questions you might be asked at your green card marriage interview. Test yourself!

All Interview Experiences Posted Here... - Trackitt
www.trackitt.com/online-discussion-forum/ I-485 interview last page -
Frequently Asked Marriage-based Green Card Interview Questions
www.berardiimmigrationlaw.com > Immigration Blog
Frequently Asked Marriage-based Green Card Interview Questions. By Berardi Immigration Law on May 7, 2015 in Immigration Blog - Married Couple Typically...

Five Questions to Expect at the Interview for a Marriage...
www.visanow.com > B2C > Personal and Family Visas
Jan 27, 2015 - A primary purpose of the marriage based Green Card interview is to determine the legitimacy of your marriage. ... Prior to interview, please review the information you submitted; the immigration officer may base a few questions from that information. ...Ho/she will not have the answers to...

Sample Marriage-Based Green Card Interview Questions...
Here's a list of the types of questions you might be asked at your green card marriage interview. ... The below are sample questions to help you prepare. ... If it's a regular adjustment of status or visa interview, you can expect only a few questions.

Green Card Interview - Preparation and Sample Questions
https://www.usavisanow.com/...green-card/...green-card/...marriage-gree...

What Questions Will I Be Asked at My Marriage-based...
https://tingenwilliams.com/2015/questions...green-card-interview/2152
Common Questions Asked In Marriage-Based Green Card Interviews: What to do if spouse attend the interview to demonstrate how important the green card is for...
proof of engagement fiance visa

Fiance Visa - KVisas.com
Most experienced Fiance Visa Attorney in U.S. Free Consultation
Green Cards - 601 Waivers - Marriage & Fiancee Visas
Fiance(e) Visas Entered U.S. Illegally
Active Duty Military Marriage Visas

K1 Fiancee Visa Attorney - deanvisaooffice.com
Deal directly with attorney married on K-1 visa. Get more for less.
Free Consultation - Experienced Attorney

evidence of engagement to fiancee - K-1 Fiance(e) Visa Proc...
www.visajourney.com › K-1 Fiance(e) Visa Process & Procedures
Oct 24, 2009 - 10 posts - 9 authors
evidence of engagement to fiancee - posted in K-1 Fiance(e) Visa Process &
Procedures: Hallo all, My fiancee and I don't have any evidence of ...
RFE - Proof of intent to marry (long post, sorry) 15 posts Aug 16, 2014
Proof of Engagement 12 posts Feb 17, 2014
Evidence of Engagement K-1 Visa Interview 5 posts Jul 8, 2012
What are some good examples of proof of engagement? 12 posts Feb 13, 2011
More results from www.visajourney.com

What Evidence of Engagement Do I Send With My Fiancé ...
https://tingewilliams.com/2015/evidence-engagement_fiance-visa...20...
The law requires that you provide evidence of your relationship and plans to get married
but doesn't... Engagement Evidence for your Fiancé Visa Application.
About 60,200 results (0.47 seconds)

Fiance Visa - KVisas.com
www.kvisas.com/Fiancee
Most experienced Fiance Visa Attorney in U.S. Free Consultation
Fiance(e) Visa - Active Duty Military - Entered U.S. Illegally - Marriage Visas

K-1 Fiancee Visa Attorney - Experienced & Dedicated
www.deanvisaoﬃce.com/
We handle only fiancee & marriage visas.

National Background Check - Instant criminal records $20
www.sentrylink.com/
FCRA Businesses and consumers welcome.
A+ rating - Better Business Bureau
Background check - Driving record check - Contact us

Will I Have to Pass a Background Check Before My Fiancé...
https://tingenwilliams.com/i/...background-check...fiancé/2328
The first step in acquiring a fiance visa requires the petitioner, which is the U.S. citizen, to file their application with the USCIS. It is at this stage that the background check will be conducted on both you as the petitioner and your foreign-citizen fiancee.

Is There a Background Check on Beneﬁciary By USCIS? - K-
www.visajourney.com/... › K-1 Fiance(e) Visa Process & Procedures
Aug 27, 2013 - 3 posts - 3 authors
We sent our I-129F application on January 2 to USCIS at the Vermont Service Center. It was transferred to Texas Service Center at the end of...

Background check
10 posts Mar 12, 2015
FBI Background Check Timeframe
15 posts Feb 25, 2015
Questions? Get in Touch!

Jacob Tingen, Esq.

Tingen & Williams, PLLC
1900 Byrd Avenue, Suite 101E
Richmond, VA 23230
P: (804) 477-1720
F: (804) 299-4113
E: jacob@tingenwilliams.com
W: https://tingenwilliams.com
There’s the button!
Thank you!